Determination of beta-D-glucose using flow injection analysis and composite-type amperometric tubular biosensors.
An amperometric tubular cell involving composite biosensors for the determination of beta-d-glucose in a flow injection analysis (FIA) system is proposed. Diverse configurations and parameters are evaluated to improve the system's response. The configuration producing less noise resulted when the biosensor was located closer to the auxiliary electrode, which also required coupling both electrodes within the system under a continuous flow regime. Further, we report on the influence of the active area of the biosensor and of the flow rate used. Statistical analyses of the data revealed two regions with a linear response range for the determination of beta-d-glucose, with a detection limit of 4.7 x 10(-4) M and in the low concentration region a sensitivity of 17.46 +/- 0.12 microAM(-1). At the beta-d-glucose concentrations studied there was no evidence of enzymatic saturation. An increment on the ionic strength of the sample and carrier passing through the analysis system decreases its sensitivity. The reproducibility of the analytical system in terms of its standard deviation was 2.9% with a 95% confidence level, having a lifetime that lasted at least 100 days. beta-d-Glucose was determined in different commercial medical glucose-containing solutions, the experimental results are in good agreement with those reported by the manufacturer.